Project Showcase
Sunnybrae Estate
Heritage-listed Sunnybrae Estate is steeped in history: an elegant, unique
special occasion venue, tucked away on 4.5 acres of beautifully manicured
gardens just 12 minutes north of the City. Sunnybrae was reimagined in 2018,
undergoing a grand makeover. This majestic venue with picturesque backdrops
around every corner, now hosts ceremonies at three separate, beautifully
maintained locations, ranging from intimate settings for 20 to grand celebrations
for 400. It is truly a magnificent setting for your upcoming wedding, special
birthday or celebration, or corporate event.
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Finish:
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Size (plan):

220x110

Edging:

Bevel

Best
Claret
Best Paver - Claret
Best Bricks & Pavers provided pavers
for Sunnybrae’s 2018 redevelopment
and continues to partner with them,
ensuring that the beautiful entranceway,
driveways and paths evoke that same
feeling of luxury and quality that simply
ooze from this outstanding property.

beautifully laid using our Best Paver
Claret. The Best Paver Claret was
also chosen for many of the paths
surrounding the elegant buildings
onsite, with impressive results.

Beyond the heritage buildings, the
property continues to impress. It is a
Upon arrival at Sunnybrae, your first
wedding photographer’s dream, with
impression is the elegant, sweeping
meandering paths surrounded by lush
driveway paved with our Best Paver
grass, wandering peacocks, rustic
Charcoal Honed laid in a timeless
brick walls and several formal gardens
herringbone pattern. The honed finish
and ceremony areas scattered
gives these pavers a luxe terrazzo
throughout further enhanced by Best’s
effect, which perfectly complements the range of hard flooring paving products
heritage, winery-like feel that permeates making it into a perfect setting.
the entire property.
To view our complete range of
A spacious, tree-lined large circular
Traditional, Large Format and
driveway and car park then awaits,
Terrazzo pavers, click here.
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